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AIR WAR COLLEGE RESEARCH REPORT ABSTRACT

TITLE: F-X: HOW TO MAKE A SOUND CONCEPT WORK IN THE FUTURE

AUTHOR: JOHN J. KELLY, JR., COLONEL, USAF

.An assessment of the export fighter, or F-X, program.

Provides an overview of the policy considerations involved in

formulating the F-X program under the Carter Administration.

Describes actions taken by the U.S. defense industry in response

to this program and actions taken during the Reagan Adminis-

tration which caused the program to stall. Reviews the basic

factors which caused the program to fail and offers a set of

recommendations on how a program.structured primarily for the

export market could succeed in the future. Recommendations

include marketing initiatives, tax incentives for industry,

a restatement of security assistance policy and the develop-

ment of regional consortiums for coproduction.
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I. 1NTRODUCTION

This paper will present an analysis of the export fighter

program, or F-X program; a program which was originally de-

signed as an innovative approach to U.S. security assistance

efforts, but which failed to meet the many challenges confront-

ing it.

The analysis will first provide a historical review of the

program by first outlining the Carter administration's conven-

tional arms transfer policy which provided the conceptual

framework for the F-X program. It will then review how the

program subsequently evolved under the current Reagan adminis-

tration.

The analysis will then offer some insights into why the

program failed and offer a set of recommendations on how a

major weapons systems program designed primarily for the export

market, such as the F-X, should be developed to ;.iake a meaning-

ful contribution to our security assistance program.

11. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE PROGRAM

Shortly after his inauguration, President Carter, prompted

by a perception of an unrestrained and potentially destablizing

proliferation of conventional weapons transfers throughout the

world, directed a comprehensive review of the U.S. conventional

arms transfer policy. Based on this review, in May i177, the

President directed that, henceforth, arms transfers would be

viewed as an exceptional foreign policy instrument, to be uii e.

.-



only "in instances where it can be clearly demonstrated that

the transfer contributes to our national security interests."

(1:1) This was a significant departure from previous policy

and included several significant controls or constraints, some

of which would have direct impact on the concept and evolution

of the export fighter program:

* The U.S. would not be the first supplier to introduce
into a region newly developed, advanced weapons which
would create a new or improved capability.

a No new weapons would be sold to, or coproduced by allies
until these weapons were operationally deployed with
U.S. military forces.

* Development or significant modification of advanced
weapons solely for export was barred.

e Coproduction agreements for major weapons systems were
prohibited, beyond assembly of subcomponents and/or
high usage spare parts.

During this period, the Northrop Corporation was analyzing

future fighter aircraft requirements for U.S. friends and allies

and defining a marketing strategy for the 1980's and 1990's.

The highly successful Northrop T-38 design was the basis for

the F-5A fighter that was developed for U.S. and allies' use

in the 1960's to counter the Soviet designed MIG 15, 17, and

19. This F-5 fighter was further refined and improved and

evolved as the F-5E fighter, first produced in the early 1970's

to counter the MIG 21. Approximately 2300 total F-5 series

fighters have been produced by Northrop or its overseas licen-

sees in 28 different nations as part of this highly successful

program. (2:38)
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The F-5 program was successful because the relatively high

performance aircraft was highly reliable, relatively inexpen-

sive to maintain, and an extensive logistics support system

existed in the U.S. to support these aircraft. This logistics

*. base was originally developed to support the large number of

T-38 aircraft and modest number of F-5 aircraft incorporated

into the USAF force structure. The low logistics support cost

was important to the less technically advanced nations such

as Korea and Morocco which also operate with modest defense

budgets.

In 1977, Northrop estimated that over the next 15 years a

future worldwide market of 2500 to 3000 aircraft existed for a

new aircraft which could counter the Soviet MIG-21 and MIG-23

aircraft being transferred by the USSR to its clients and stir-

rogates. (3:1281)

Although Northrop was eager to exploit this potential

market, it faced 3 constraints imposed by the Carter policy:

the U.S. would not introduce newly developed weapons; develop-

ment or significant modifications solely for export was barred;

no new weapons were to be sold to allies until they were opera-

tionally deployed with U.S. Forces.

Northrop's response to satisfy the Carter policv, vet

compete for this potential glohal market, was the leve,(l mePtit

of the F-5G aircraft. The research and development eftrt f,,

this fighter was financed entirely with companv ltirin l ,i ,iti

S..* 3
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no government assistance, a significant first in the U.S.

defense industry. (8:28) This aircraft, while retaining a

somewhat similar physical and aerodynamic appearance as the F-5A

and F-5E is, for all intents and purposes, a new aircraft. (2:40)

Although many common parts exist, the F-5G incorporates a new

engine, new avionics, and provides greatly improved performance

and defensive air-to-air weapons capability. However, design-

nating the aircraft as a modified model in the existing F-5

series rather than designating the aircraft as a new model

(e.g. an F-17) attempted to avoid the restrictions imposed by

the Carter policy applicable to the export of new (as opposed

to modified) weapons systems. The F-5G could be marketed as

a normal product improvement over their existing F-5 aircraft

previously exported. The fact that the F-5G retains somewhat

similar physical characteristics would strengthen Northrop's

argument. This designation strategy would eventually work to

Northrop's disadvantage and will be discussed later.

As Northrop continued this F-5G development program through

the late 70's, the USAF and U.S. Navy (USN) modernized their

force structures as the F-14, F-15, and F-16 entered the inven-

tory. (4:111-42,43) These aircraft possessed capabilities well

beyond the F-5G or any aircraft then in the Soviet inventory.

Additionally, they incorporated technically sensitive hardware,

had high unit costs and required sophisticated maintenance

* skills. The advanced cap~abllity of these aircraft also resuil.ted

,.

%%
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in a policy dilemma--allies and friendly nations appreciated

the capabilities and prestige of these aircraft, arid requested

the U.S. government to sell these first line fighters to counter

the delivery of advanced fighters to their Soviet-client neigh-

bors. In the late 70's, Iran was sold F-14's, Israel F-]5's

and F-16's, Japan F-15's and Venezuela, Greece, Egypt, Spain,

Sweden and Turkey were granted export licenses for the F-16's.

(5:15; 6:13: 10:25)

These requests and subsequent sales were approved in spite

of their apparent contradiction with the Carter arms transfer

policy due to our overarching desire to be forthcoming to our

friends and allies, satisfy their legitimate defense needs,

prevent them from turning to other suppliers such as France,

and in the case of Egypt and Israel, in an effort to satisfy

the Camp David accords. However, the sales resulted in the

transfer of advanced and expensive technology, strained our

allies' support capabilities, and diverted aircraft from the

i., fforce modernization program. In an attempt to assuage

these problems, the Carter Administration, in January, 1)8(,

announced that the sale to foreign countries of intermediato

fiOhter aircraft developed or modified for export ( inis

added) would be consistent with the objectives of the din. is-

tration's arms transfer policy. (7:1) This poli'cv, knrwn il

t.e export fighter (F-X) policy, x, is a dist inct dcrp:j i,

the Ad nii ni strat ion's previous arms transfer po I' n i i ,

al lowed development of weapons solely for ex ) t

[04
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The policy defined the export fighter, F-X, only in a

generic sense--by using the term "intermediate" export fighter--
l. .4

it would have cost and performance characteristics between the

F-5E and front line U.S. fighters. Its primary mission would

be defensive--the protection of the recipient country from

air attack in the late 1980's and 1990's. Additionally, it

would be limited in range to minimize its offensive capability;

have lower cost and better maintainability than first-line

fighter aircraft; not require a U.S. government guaranteed

minimum market and could not be easily upgraded without U.S.

approval. (7:2)

The Administration believed this policy change was neces-

sary to provide consistency with the overriding purposes of the

President's arms transfer policy--to provide countries with

weapons best suited for their self defense. The policy would

also help the U.S. to respond to requests for new fighter air-

craft when the older F-5E became inadequate and would contri-

- bute to arms transfer restraint by discouraging purchase of

more advanced fighters, such as the F-15 or F-16 from the U.S.

.. or other suppliers. This policy was also a tacit recognition

of reality and a correct interpretation of the needs of the

Ai foreign defense marketplace--an interpretation parallel to the

' n n mado by V\rthrop three years earl ier when the F-5G program

A'sa,. .\ a re.s,It t-he F-5(;, still in development satisfied

,aI crit,-ri:i t ibl ihed hv this F-X p l icy. Also, as a response

0



to this policy, the General Dynamics Corporation (GD) developed

an F-X candidate aircraft, the F-16/79 which was a variant of

GD's F-16 aircraft. The contractor replaced the F-16's high

technology F-100 type engine with the older J-79 type engine

used in the F-4. This modification of the F-16 with an older,

but heavier and less powerful engine already approved for

export, immediately insured that the F-16/79 would have capabi-

lities less than the F-16, as required by the F-X policy. (9:38)

With two viable F-X candidate aircraft, the State Depart-

ment, by June 1980, authorized GD and Northrop to make presen-

tations to 15 nations (Austria, Taiwan, Portugal, Pakistan,

Phillipines, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia, Brazil, Venezuela,

Switzerland, Jordan and Malysia, and India (F-16/79 only) ).

(10:25) Appendix I compares the performance of both F-X candi-

dates with the F-5E at the low end of the capability spectrum

and with the F-16 at the upper end. The Department of Defense

(DOD) was designated the Executive Agent to provide program

planning and management and oversee the contractors' develop-

ment programs. (11:1) In March, 1981, the Secretary of Defense

announced that he advised the President that he intended to

evaluate both the F-5G and F-16/79 to determine which aircraft

best satisfied the security assistance needs of allies for the

next 15 years. (12:1) Also, the Secretary of the Air Force

was designated the Source Selection Authority and was dii-(reId

to make all arrangements to award a contraict by October I, 1,.

I



for 20 F-X aircraft. This initial buy, which would be made in

anticipation of foreign sales, was then planned to be funded

by the Special Defense Acquisition Fund (SDAF). (12:1,2) The

SDAF was established and normally used to satisfy allies'

short notice requests for weapons as part of the security

assistance program.

These decisions to establish F-X program management respon-

sibilities were made during the transition period following

President Carter's election defeat and during the early days

of the Reagan administration. On July 8, 1981, the Reagan

administration announced its arms transfer policy which was a

significant departure from the previous administration's. The

Reagan Administration realized that "the U.S. could not defend

the free world's interests alone but must be prepared to help

its friends and allies strengthen their capability through the

transfer of conventional arms and other forms of security

assistance". (14:48) No longer would arms transfer be viewed

as a unique exception to policy as under the Carter Administra-

tion; and the new administration would pragmatically and flexi-

bly tailor its approach to arms transfer requests to respond

promptly to the dynamic global environment. (14:48)

While this policy promised a more lenient arms transfer

policy, it immediately jeopardized the raison d'etre for the F-X

program. The F-X program was conceived because of a reluctance

to transfer first line fighters. N(-w that a willingness was

8



signalled to be more forthcoming with normal arms transfer

programs, the requirement for a program that was designed as

an exception to policy could become obviated due to the policy

change.

Perhaps the first signal that the F-X program was losing

its global appeal came with the sale of 40 F-16's to Pakistan

in the Fall of 1981. The sale of F-5E's to Pakistan was blocked

during the Carter Administration due to U.S. displeasure with

the Pakistani nuclear program; however, Deputy Secretary of

State Buckley, during a trip to Pakistan, offered these front-

line fighters in an effort to shore up a potential U.S. ally on

Afghanistan's border following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

Rep. Zablocki, (D, Wisc) Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs

Committee, immediately noticed the potential impact of this

F-16 sale on the F-X program and, in November 1981, stated

that the sale of F-16's to Pakistan was an exception to the

rule due to the "extraordinary threat" posed on its borders.

The F-16 should he reserved for the U.S. and NATO only, he

contended, with the F-X being the export fighter of the 1980's.

(15:1)

lowever, there were also additional developments which

ne.at ed the intent of the original Carter policy and sapped

the vitality of the F-X program. These kev developments were

-. The Reagan Administration, in an attempt to imprpove

r,,lit ionrs with the Peoples' Republ ic oF Chinia, tCk!sed t,,



sell the F-5G to Taiwan. Instead, the U.S. offered to

extend the current F-5E coproduction agreement with Taiwan.

(16:16) Northrop initially began its F-5G development

program with the expectation that Taiwan would place a

firm order for about 150 F-5G aircraft (29:18) with first

delivery by July 1984. (3:1281) The F-5G would have

eventually replaced over 250 F-5A and F-5E aircraft in

Taiwan. (16:16) When this decision was announced, a

representative of the Israeli aircraft industries said

that Israel would probably renew efforts to sell its

Kfir C-2 aircraft to Taiwan. Ironically, Israel holds

an export license from the U.S. to sell this aircraft to

Taiwan. The license is required because the Israeli-

built aircraft used the U.S. J-79 engine. (16:16)

B. In April, 1982, Jordan turned down the F-5G fighter,

preferring to buy the first line F-16. "We have to look

for quality rather than quantity. We do not know if the

F-5G is sufficient for our needs", stated an official of

the Jordanian embassy in Washington. (18:16) The sale of

F-16's to Jordan has encountered stiff Congressional

opposition because of the perceived resultant threat to

Israel, and as a result, Jordan may be forced to accept

the Northrop aircraft, or turn away from the U.S. for its

aircraft needs.

Oi 10
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C. Venezuela, after flight testing the F-16/79 (19:34),

requested approval to purchase the F-16 instead.

D. Of the 42 countries approved for marketing presenta-

tions and export of the F-X, not one country has placed

a firm order for either version. Meanwhile, Northrop's

development costs are now in the vicinity of $1 billion,

and South Korea, Pakistan, and Thailand have received

approval to purchase the F-16. (36:6)

Faced with these large costs, Northrop offered to sell the

U.S. Air Force the F-5G aircraft, now redesignated the F-20,

for $15 million each, as contrasted to the $19 million unit

cost for the F-16. The redesignation of the aircraft was also

a step to give the aircraft its own identity and remove the

stigma it had acquired in customer's eyes as only an upgraded

version of the venerable F-5 series.

This Northrop offer to the Air Force, coupled with Congres-

sional support for Northrop has led to a funded competition

between the Northrop F-20 and the GD F-16 to select a new air

defense fighter for USAF use. Should Northrop win this compe-

tition, its international marketing position would be greatly

advanced because it would now be advertising an aircraft that

had been judged sufficiently advanced to be incorporated into

the U.S. force structiire. Should Northrop lose this compet it ion,

the F-20 program wou 1d probably he no I ,nger viable, and, with



GD showing no recent interest in marketing the F-16/79 at the

possible expense of the F-16, the F-X program would probably

.P atrophy and fall victim to changed policies. After the U.S.

Government announced the F-X policy and encouraged the U.S.

defense industry to support this program, both GD and Northrop

developed and marketed their candidates at their own expense.

In the future it will be difficult, if not impossible, to con-

vince industry to assume an entrepreneural spirit and develop

lp: weapons systems at their own expense in response to a govern-

ment policy which may fall victim over the short term to

similar exigencies. This program will be an example where all

parties lose.

III. REASONS FOR THE DEMISE OF THE F-X PROGRAM

This section will summarize the major reasons why an export

fighter was not introduced into allied and friendly nations'

air forces. It is important to review the reasons why this

program floundered both to avoid these mistakes in the future

and as a basis for developing a set of recommendations on how

to best formulate a major weapons program which is designed

primarily for the export market.

The first problem the program encounted was a change in

policy due to changes in administrations and the global situation.

If a weapon system such as the F-X is to be developed for

export only and totally at contractor expense, the contractor(s)

12
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in ust make a major I ong term cap itaI b idget arv of ' ,, I ,I l IIL

investment. '[his long term investment liis thus far btt', t , I,

unprofi table because the policy on which the invest mon)t ..

based was overturned.

Second, foreign nations will not consider anl ii

first-rate or frontline unless it is part of the U.S. t,.

structure. There are no F-X aircraft in our f'orce st r,c t

nor is there any firm future date to include them in t hi tf t)r'

structure. (4:iii-42) Therefore, foreign nations perceivc the

F-X as a second-rate fighter, not an intermediate tighter. 'Itlis

is an important factor in many nations where the quality ot

aircraft is a source of prestige, as the statement by tiK

Jordanian official quoted earlier shows.

Third, the Northrop F-5G entry has suffered tioni 't;

designation. Although essentially a new fighter, it ha.; beeni

peicei ved by forei ,gii nations as )e i ng only an ulpdht elJ %t- i

tJI t he I( F -51'F. 'Ill was prec i :-,e I y t lit, t ill)t ssi otil N h ,p

or i,, ina v wi shed to create w i t h Cart or Adii i i t rt I .) ii t I c'I

ini order not t o he bound by the restrict ye pry i si it, 1 I;

C;it-ter arms export pol icy. This Northrop st rat i, •  ,,

hel ieve, hackt rod.

Fourth, after it a coont rv t +' ted teti ,ct' , Ii ,

on ;in ai rcraft Suich as the F,-]()/' i, / h 1 , i ili tI itt' t. I- 'I , .tf I

f tr t he fVi i t I irne F- I . 'Tie I -I (, i j i. t a i ' tn t Ir f. n

(j t fif,, t le r 's '1 li , ii" t i .

" I %



and Jordan are two specific examples referenced earlier.

Although no direct concrete evidence exists and GD officials

will not admit this intent, the marketing, creation of F-10/79,

and also the designat ion itself, have in real itv served only

as a stalking horse for the F-16, and helped dest roy the credi-

bilitv of an export fighter program.

Fifth, the [I!.. CGove rnment lust ,ted ihi I it v In sponsorin,

the F-X when nat ions saw the a.k. make repeated except ionIs of

. policy and approve the sale (tf F- 15 , I-I t , (, F-1h to their

. neighbors as was done for the many nat ru)ns I ist ed earl ier. A

nation then believes it must request a Irunt line fighter, in

lieu of 1"-X, to see it it is as vitaIl an all, I 1, the U.S. as are

other states who have a I readv puruh,tsed tht, 1 1 ) r F-It. For

example, because Pakistan received F-lhs , h, Itl nit oFdan

ilso request t he same a r rl t ill f t i L , [it~f i .51 h- In, te a

closely a I I ed t o Wash i p, t o ,'as iiPak tall i

Final ly , because industry I unids wet, us e IXL Ilus IVe ly in

the F-X program, the program never receI ved t he gove rnment

emphasis of previous fighter programs (such as F-4 and F-I1,)

to encourage fore ign sales as a means of lowering unit ost s

and promoting commonality of U.S. equipment abroad. (20"2)

These problems combined to make the F-X prograni, an expen-

si ye pot icy lesson for the government and a costly f naricial

lesson for industry.

14
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However, th is type program can provide benef'i t: ot w 

allies and enhance their security, and reward and streigtl'en he

U.S. defense industry. A program of this nature can a],s

serve as a major feature of our security assistance propram

aiid national security policy and increase our global anlwflonce.

To achieve these benefits, it is important not only to 'u::rir-

stand the errors made in the F-X program but to develop a set

of comprehensive long term recommendations for how a program

of this nature should be conducted in the future.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Security assistance arms transfers are an ins~rument of

our national security policy. To be an effective instrument

of policy, six general criteria should be satisfied:

• Does the transfer respond appropriately to the actual

military threat?

* Will the transfer improve the recipients' ability to
. participate in a collective defense with the U.S.?

'-p

e Will the transfer promote stability and discourage
external aggression?

* Can the transfer be absorbed by the recipient w-ithoit
overburdening its resources and also respond to the
recipients' actual/perceived needs?

* Is the transfer compatible with the needs of U. .
forces?

* Can the transfer provide corollary economic, pol it ical
or social development advantages, in additioii to the
pure military facets?

%2-
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In addition to these six criteria, it is important to

realize three of the main economic benefits that accrue to the

U.S. defense-industrial establishment from any arms transfer

under the security assistance program:

* expansion/development/enhancement of the defense
structural base;

" employment and economic benefits to U.S. workers;

" possible reduction in unit costs for weapons buys for
U.S. forces by broadening the overhead base.

Any future program should satisfy the six criteria in

order to constructively support our national security policy

and also be structured to provide the U.S. economic benefits

in the three areas outlined above. In this way, the security

assistance program can be leveraged to increase our economic

and military power. With these criteria and resultant benefits

established, the following set of five specific recommendations

are offered for use in a future program designed primarily to

generate a majority of its revenue through foreign sales:

" seek consistency in our national security policy as it
relates to security assistance;

* accentuate the strong points of the products, enhance
its image and avoid negative comparisons with systems
in the U.S. force structure;

" incorporate small numbers of the weapons system into
the USAF force structure;

" provide tax incentives to U.S. defense industry to
encourage assumption of development risk;

" promote multinational regional consortiums to coproduce
portions of the weapons system.

16



These five recommendations, which range from marketing

and manufacturing initiatives to taxation changes, will each

p! be outlined.

A. Consistency in Policy

The first requisite for success is consistency jn

our foreign policy as it pertains to the security assi5-

tance program. As was previously discussed, it is difli-

cult for industry to make a long term capital investment

1md commitment to a program when its underlying policy

is tacitly or explicitly changed. However, it would be

naive to assume that the international environment will

remain so static that a specific arms export policy would

remain inviolate over a 4 to 6 year period.

We can gain consistency in our policy for future

programs of this nature if the conditions under which an

,xception to policy would be made were clearly spoiled

out at the onset. When the long-term F-X program vas

announced, the U.S. government should have also sltt:t

the caveat that we would also continue to respiinl t. C

legitimate needs of our allies due to rapid changeQsl ia)

the threat, force balance, or global si tuatino . r"

Appropriate caveat would be to state that the

r a transfer the more complex weapons qvst ens deSi t(i t-, K

I.S. forces, rat her than a f tittire expor't sv\- t em , wsIh,'

I fie threat to the request ilog ti i u I t O'(| , inii :

04 I 7
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serious, and can not be met by the export system due to

time or capability constraints. The sale of F-16's to

Pakistan is one example where the threat suddenly increased

and we could not afford to wait for the F-X. A pledge

by the U.S. to sell Pakistan the F-X some years in the

future was not an appropriate response to the danger

caused by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. A sudden

qualitative jump in North Korean air capability would

require a near term response by the U.S.--either by in-

creasing USAF presence or by transferring existing U.S.

aircraft to the ROK--rather than wait for the delivery

of the F-X. This policy, with the caveat, would also

preclude a routine transfer of systems designed for USAF

forces at the expense of the export program in the absence

of a clear threat, as was done for Venezuela. This type

policy will provide the umbrella for the long term deve]-

opment effort while still allowing both the U.S. and its

allies the flexibility to appropriately respond to global

dynamics.

B. Enhance the Image of the Export System, Stress Its
Positive Characteristics, Avoid Negative Comparisons

'The second recommendation is marketing oriented. The

U.S. Government and industry should drop terms such as

"intermediate fighter" which implies a second-rate product

and avoid using terms such as "front Ii ne" fighter or

18
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maintenance and training systems. This factor has often

given the U.S. an advantage over other nations in foreign

sales competitions; however, these advantages are obviated

unless the system is incorporated, even if only in small

numbers, into the U.S. force structure. This problem

could be overcome if the export system, even in very small

numbers, was incorporated into the U.S. force structure.

A feasible method of incorporating the export fighter

into U.S. inventories would be into the Air Force and Navy

"aggressor" units. These units fly combat training mis-

sions against operational units equipped with first line

fighters and use actual Soviet tactics, simuiating threat
fighters in exercises. The Air Force currently uses F-5E

aircraft in this role and the Navy has recently puirchased

Israeli-made fighters for this role. Since the total

number of aggressor aircraft required for both Services

would be small (probably less than 75 total) the export

fighter could be quickly and inexpensively incorporated

into the U.S. inventory in this fashion, as a stimulant

for overseas interest.

If the export system was incorporated into U.S.

organizations, even for only specialized missions, much
04

of the U.S. costs for equi pp ing these zr,anu at ions could

be recouped under current FMS procedures by usino those

organizations as the t. raining base for the o)pera ional
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and ma in tt (llce pe r'sonlre I f rom na t i (ols wh i h c l I)II .,,

the export system. These steps could restore t tie I rad I--

tional advantages the U.S. has had in FMS competition

without disruption to our force structure or combat capa-

bility.

D. Provide Tax Incentives for U.S. Defense Industry

The fourth recommendation is aimed at providing a

set of incentives for the U.S. defense industry to under-

take an export fighter type development program while

simultaneously strengthening the U.S. industrial base--

one of the traditional benefits of foreign military salc';.

If private industry is going to assume the risks and

costs in an export-oriented development program, as was

done in the F-X program, then government policies should

be designed to reward those risks while also provicli;':

for the traditional economic benefits to U.S. industry

that flow from an arms transfer program.

I recommend that the government provide the defe c

industry with a set of tax incentives in return for

participating in a development program. This method hiu:s

been used successfully by European governments (38:4-10,)

and the incentives should incorporate the following

features:

* The normal investment tax credit could be iincre( uici
by 50% to a total of 15% for n(w plant and . (j:jjll,it
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installed specifically for the export program.
This investment in facilities would later be
available to support procurements for U.S. forces.

" An accelerated depreciation schedule should be
employed for this new plant and equipment.

" The depreciation schedules should also be based
upon replacement costs, as is done for European
industry, rather than only recoupment of original
costs, as under present U.S. law. This would
provide industry a hedge against inflation and
further encourage its participation and thereby
develop and strengthen our defense industrial base.

• A portion of the profits earned during production
of the export weapon system should be declared
free of tax provided the profits were reinvested
into defense-related plant and equipment within a
specified period.

By providing these tax incentives, the government,

which assumes no risk in program development, rewards the

industrial base for their assumption of risk. The foregone

tax revenue would be easily offset by the economic growth

resulting from the production program (e.g. jobs, support

industries) and from expansion and modernization of our

defense industrial base, which would otherwise have to be

paid for as part of a U.S. development and production

effort.

E. Promote Multinational Regional Consortiums to Co-

Produce Portions of the Export System

The fifth recommendation is the most far reaching.

If a program such as the F-X is to succeed, it must be

viewed by the recipients as more than just another arms

sale. It must offer more than the mere transfer of arms

22
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to meet a real or perceived threat or to enhance i na-

. tion's identity and prestige. The program must be struc-

tured to satisfy multiple needs--economic, political, and

social, as well as the obvious military needs. The

recipients must perceive advantages other than military

to procure a system such as a defensive fighter.

One method to move this program onto a level higher

than a pure military one is to offer definite economic,

political, and social advantages from the program. There

were 42 nations approved by the U.S. for sale of an export

fighter. (21:1) These nations may be subdivided into 4

major groups.

" A Southeast Asia group, consisting of the Philli-
pines, Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia.
These nations are all members of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) a confederation
of primary politico-economic nature.

" The Middle East/Persian Gulf group consisting of
Bahrain, Jordan, Egypt, the United Arab Emirates,
Sudan, Oman, Tunisia, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia.

1' • A European group comprised of Spain, Portugal,
Turkey, Norway, Switzerland, Austria and Norway.

" A Latin American group, consisting of non-Communist

aligned nations of Central and South America.

Given these 4 regional groups, there are distinct

p-,o:sibilities of creating regional consortiums to co-

produce F-X type aircraft, similar to the F-1l coprde: ,.lion0

consortium. Just as a political alliance such as the orth

Atlantic Council was the foundation for the F-10 con.io-tiuili,

political associations such as ASEAN and the (ulI :,t jn
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Council (GCC) could serve as the foundation for regional

F-X consortiums.

Each regional group could decide the detailed speci-

fications and exact equipment required and best suited

for the region's needs and a consortium formed between

members of the regional group and the U.S. contractor to

coproduce that particular version of the weapons system.

There are two precedential arguments to support this pro-

posal. First, from a business and administrative viewpoint,

coproduction agreements have been successfully implemented

for both the F-16A and the earlier versions of the F-5.

The F-16A was coproduced by the U.S.,Netherlands, Belgium,

Norway and Denmark with components produced in 5 countries

and final assembly in 3. (27:119) Detailed procedures

have evolved to cover currency exchange protection, infla-

tion indexing, distribution of effort and pricing. These

conditions are all part of a formal Memorandum of Under-

standing (MOU) developed for the coproduction effort.

Additionally the agreement also specified cost recovery

factors for each nation for additional models of F-16A's

produced for consortium use or export.

The F-5A and F-5E has also been successfully copro-

duced in Taiwan, Korea and Switzerland, with Northrop

offsetting 50% of their share of the program for the Swiss.

(28:24) In summary, the competing export fighter producers

24
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and many of the nations to whom an export f i o o c] u

be sold have valuable experience working to.ther i:n

coproduction efforts. The second precedent ia] :arument

is technical in nature. The technology embeddcd in the

F-20 has, to a large degree, been previous].,

either through transfer or coproduction. Tio 1-2>).

many common components with earlier versions ut the 7-5-

which have been transferred either by sale or coproduction.

Figure 1 illustrates this advanced degree of similarity.

(2:42)

['j F-5E COMMON

GRAPHITE

Illustration of F-5 family commonality, newly-designec o-. -,oocnts &nd
composite materials application.

From these two perspectives, regional C

is feasible. In fact, Egypt had voiced st-

in buy ing the F-20 on the express conditio o' i f,Ji(-

t ion, final assembly, and part ici pat i un i n

sales (for example, to member uI tt 1w,
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out. (29:18) In fact, a survey of the Egyptian Airframe

and Engine factory at Helwan revealed the capability for

F-X final assembly or coproduction. The factory has

completed the tooling to coproduce the Franco/German Alpha

jet and anticipates possible future F-16 coproduction.

(30:61)

The Egyptian site could serve as the focal point of

the Middle East efforts with other smaller states sharing

in a smaller proportion of component production and inter-

mediate assembly. A similar possibility exists with the

ASEAN nations. Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia have all

stepped up their effort to develop airframe production

and overhaul facilities. In addition, all ASEAN nations

are now equipped with the F-5E and have shown the capability

to perform major overhaul on the aircraft which demonstrates

a nascent capability to do final assembly. Major overhaul

involves teardown and build-up, while final assembly

involves build-up only. Each nation could perform certain

portions of subassembly (and possibly component manufac-

ture) with one or two nations (e.g. Singapore and Indonesia)

performing final assembly.

A similar arrangement could evolve for Europe where

the technical proficiency is highest and risk lowest. A

Latin American group could also he structured along concep-

tual lines similar to the Far last and Mid-East groups.
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* Allows U.S. contractors to benefit from their
initial development efforts, rather than lose
out to foreign competitors such as the French.

4. Social

* General upward push in living standards due to
higher employment, increase in wage rates,
improved technical skills and multiplier
effect on consumer spending.

While there may be opposition in citing social benefits

in an arms transfer--based on the contention that pure

social programs could have been alternatively financed--

it is important to note that this program is an alternative

to buying the more complex systems found in the U.S. force

structure with a cost often in excess of the nations'

legitimate defense needs. As a result, additional money

would be diverted from social needs to satisfy an over-

stated perception of the threat or enhance ruling-power

prestige.

V. CONCLUSION

These recommendations cover diverse areas but are not all

inclusive. What these recommendations attempt is to correct

the errors made in the original F-X program while also providing

4' positive incentives to all participants--the U.S. government,

fore ipn customers, and U. S. i ndust ry--whi ch would make a f ut ure

export-on I y (Iv\,e I opment and produic t ion 1)r r;iim work. If t le

mistakes of Ihe I"-X program ;ire repeated, we wil ei tlher saddl '

our friends with systems too complex and expensive for their
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needs or we w iIl f ,r,'e them t () look ol sewhere t

pI iers for their dotense needs. These reommonrid:i :

I z,, ,on tie lessons Iearned from the F-X prooran, . -i rt

the criteria for our security assistance program'.' ! vl,] -

a.1iieouslv i ncreasmu' the economic, political , ai, :,!7

jmdstrial strength of the U.S.
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APPENDIX

AIRCRAFT COMPARISON
1

F-5E F-5G F-16/79 F-16

Empty Weight 9,683 11,100 17,000 15,500

Maximum External 7,000 7,000 15,200 20,450
Load

Maximum Take-Off 24,676 26,140 36,000 35,950
Weight

Engines/Thrust(lbs) 2/14,000(est) 2/17,000 1/19,000 1/24,000

Thrust/Weight .65 .90 .75 1.1
Ratio

Service Ceiling(ft) 52,000 55,000 over 50,000 50,000

Combat Radius 120-650 300-360 approx 400 500
(Naut. Mi.)

Max Rate of 34,500 50,300 ..
Climb(ft/min)

Max Speed 1.6 2.1 2.0 2.0+
(Mach)

Armament
500 lb. Bomb 14 7 6 40
Air-Air Missiles 2 6 4 4
20 mm cannon Yes Yes Yes Yes

ISource: Jane's All the World's Aircraft, 1981-2, Janes'
Publishing Co., Ltd., London, UK
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